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ABSTRACT

At present, we are experiencing a new technological revolution. Information

technology, represented by the Internet of Things, big data, cloud computing, artificial

intelligence, and blockchain, is driving the transformation of social production mode,

guiding various traditional industries to transition to informatization, digitization and

intelligence, and giving birth to many emerging industries with technological

innovation and business model innovation.

Intelligent building is a product combining building technology and modern

information technology based on Internet of Things technology. It is an important part

of the smart city.

In the financial field, driven by emerging cutting-edge technologies such as big

data, cloud computing, IoT, blockchain and artificial intelligence, major innovative

changes have taken place in the financial market and financial service business,

resulting in a large number of emerging business models, new technology applications,

new products and services, known as fintech. The development of a series of

emerging intelligent industries, including intelligent buildings and intelligent cities, is

inseparable from the participation of finance. Fintech is undoubtedly an important part

of the whole ecosystem of intelligent buildings.

To promote the development of intelligent buildings, it is a topic of far-reaching

significance to explore the business model and the innovative application of fintech.

This topic has thoroughly investigated the development status, research progress and

technical level of China’s and foreign countries’ intelligent building industry, and on

this basis, carried out the research on the innovative application of IoT-based water

level monitoring system in public catastrophe insurance. Relying on HC Tech, we

developed the integrated intelligent building management system, constructed the
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integrated intelligent building management mode of "finance + IoT + building" and

financial innovative application, and explored a new market operation mode of

"technology + insurance + operation & maintenance" in the application of intelligent

buildings.

In practical application, the IoT-based automatic water level monitoring system

is adopted in public catastrophe insurance in N city to meet the requirements of real-

time water level monitoring, remote transmission, forecasting and early warning. A

remote disaster damage assessment management system is constructed to achieve

intelligent effects such as real-time monitoring and transmission of field data,

forecasting and early warning of the highest water level, and automatic calculation of

damage assessment results. Through the implementation of the project, the risk

coefficient of heavy rain weather and field investigation by claim adjusters can be

reduced and at the same time, the information of the water level inundation of the

disaster site can be obtained in a real time manner so that leaders can make

emergency decisions in time and realize express claim settlement and damage

assessment. The application of this new mode can greatly improve the working

efficiency of insurance companies in flood claims, and increase the efficiency of flood

claims by four times.

Key words: IoT, Intelligent building, Public Catastrophe Insurance, Financial field,

Big data, Innovative application, Finance + IoT + Building
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

I. Motivation of Research

At present, a new round of scientific and technological revolution and

industrial transformation are continuing to deepen. New technologies such as cloud

computing, big data, IoT, artificial intelligence and blockchain are emerging. Digital

economy has become a new driving force to promote economic growth and economic

and social development. The sudden outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in early

2020 stimulated the fast development of the digital economy. In the process of

fighting against the pandemic, the digital economy platform based on data production

factors plays a prominent role, which not only ensures the basic life but also provides

more efficient solutions for the resumption of work and production and social

governance. Relying on emerging technologies, it can break the time and space

constraints, link various subjects, build a linkage and interactive digital economy

ecology, fully collect, share and make use of the data of various subjects, give full

play to the potential of data production factors, and promote the normal and orderly

development of economy and society. In the future, driven by this round of scientific

and technological revolution and industrial reform, new technologies, new formats,

new models, and new industries will be developed and appear on a larger scale, and

the traditional mode of production, lifestyle, social governance and service will be

comprehensively transformed into networking, digitization and intelligence.

According to the Outline of the 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-2025) for National

Economic and Social Development and Vision 2035 of the People’s Republic of

China (2021), promoting new intelligent cities by classification continues to be one of

the important starting points for the implementation of the digital strategy. As one of

the core infrastructures of the city, the intelligentialization of buildings is an important
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part of an intelligent city. In recent years, the intelligent building has developed

rapidly in China, but it is still in the initial and popularization stage. There are still

many key problems to be broken through and challenges in the development. At

present, the IoT applications that intelligent buildings rely on mostly adopt centralized

technology and operation mode, and face common problems from many aspects, such

as technology, trust, data value, and business model. Technically, the shortcomings

include low compatibility between equipment and system, poor architecture efficiency,

high cost, and weak scalability; In terms of user data privacy, the privacy security is

poor and the ownership of data ownership is unclear; In terms of data value, it is

unable to realize the effective transmission of data value and make full use of the data

value generated by the IoT. Another major challenge comes from the business model.

At present, there is still a lack of business models and financial services suitable for

the operation and maintenance of intelligent buildings. In recent years, blockchain

technology has been deeply combined with IoT and finance. The introduction of

blockchain technology into an intelligent building system can not only be used for

building a decentralized IoT platform but also promote the application innovation of

financial services. Based on the great significance and challenges of the development

of intelligent building, the research team carries out innovative application research in

many aspects of technology and finance to promote the development of intelligent

building industry.

II. Research Question

This research mainly focuses on the innovative application of "IoT + fintech"

in the field of intelligent buildings. It includes the construction of intelligent building

networking platform, the integration of blockchain and IoT technology, and the

innovative application of fintech in the field of intelligent building.
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Construction of intelligent building IoT networking platform: take IoT

technology as the core, comprehensively use the latest technologies and platform

framework in the fields of cloud computing, big data and artificial intelligence to

build an intelligent building networking platform suitable for practical application

scenarios.

Integration of blockchain and IoT technology: deeply integrate blockchain

technology and IoT technology to realize a decentralized and trusted new generation

of distributed IoT system, reduce the cost of system interconnection, and improve the

value of open data sharing and ensure user privacy and system security.

Innovative application of fintech in the field of intelligent buildings: rely on

the intelligent building networking platform, and explore the digital and intelligent

transformation of financial services. In particular, it is available to use building

structural health data to develop innovative applications related to insurance services.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

I. Prior Academic Research

1. Research on intelligent buildings IoT technology

Intelligent buildings encompass a wide variety of sensors, actuators, devices,

and control systems that are interconnected and jointly function to improve the service

for its occupants. A part of the concept of intelligent buildings involves integrating a

communication network within the buildings' elements so that they can be

manipulated or monitored remotely. The connection between IoT and the building

industry provides an opportunity for future evolution towards the goals of intelligent

buildings. A review paper (Mengda Jia et al.2019) provides a review of current IoT

application cases and categorized them by the critical functionalities and objectives of

intelligent buildings.

Table 1 Summarizes the Selected Examples.
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Table 1. Review of application cases of IoT in intelligent buildings

Building
type

Application area Academia
/

industry

Country
/

region

Key
technologies

Related
data

Ref.

Hospital Occupant
localization for
hospital
department route
direction

Academia China Mobile
phone, tablet

iBeacon ID,
user personal
information

(J. Yang
et al.2015)

Museum Occupant
localization for
artwork
information
access in
museum

Academic Italy Wearable
device,
processing
center,
multimedia
wall

User
location, all
sorts of
content
information
of each
artwork

(S. Alletto
et al.2016)

Apartment General
localization, no
application case

Academia Korea Intelligent
mobile robot

Wi-Fi
signals

(S. Lee et
al.2017)

General
type

Tracking assets
in buildings for
physical
equipment record

Industry United
States

Barcode tags,
RFID

Location and
usage of
assets

(Asset
Managem
ent &
Tracking
et al.2018)

Home and
office
building

Multi-source
energy saving
policy based on
predicted arrival
of occupants

Academia United
States

Smart phone
with GPS,
Cloud
computing at
server end

Distance to
destination,
appliance
electricity
use

(J. Pan et
al.2015)

General
type
Energy
informatio
n

consumption
monitoring and
energy-saving
management
system

Academia China Sensor
networks

Building
energy
consumption
data from
HVAC,
plumbing,
power
distribution
systems,
lighting
systems;
environment

(C. Wei et
al.2011)

Residentia
l building

Intelligent grid
(energy control)
system for
residential
building

Academia Singapor
e

Intelligent
plug, multi-
purpose
node, BLE
sensor,
intelligent
gateway

Depends on
different
functions of
the system,
e.g. dynamic
pricing
information

(S.K.
Viswanath
et al.2016)

Business
building

Building
maintenance
applications for
end users

Academia Italy Focusing on
ontology
design and
application
development

Equipment
conditions
(e.g.
maintenance
parameters,
temperature
of object),
etc.

(A. D'Elia,
L. Roffia
et al.2010)

Education
al

Preventive
maintenance of

Academia United
States

Distributed
acoustic

Audio
signals from

(R.
Srinivasan
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buildings centralized
HVAC systems

sensing
platform

HVAC
systems

, M.T.
Islam et
al.2017)

Office
building

Intelligent
facility
management for
different groups
of people

Industry Netherla
nd

Sensors,
cloud storage

CO2,
temperature,
occupation,
humidity,
light
intensity,
activity

(Innovatio
n and IoT
case et
al.2017)

Commerci
al building

Soft FM and hard
FM

Industry UK Sensors,
cloud
platform for
analysis

Different use
cases have
correspondin
g measuring
parameters

Tim
Streather,
IOT.2018)

Home
building

Monitoring
domestic housing
conditions

Academia New
Zealand

Zigbee WSN,
web interface
at user end

Attributes of
hot water,
current and
voltage of
appliances,
environment
al conditions

(S.D.T.
Kelly et
al.2013)

General
type

Integrating with
Big Data
platform for
indoor
environment
analysis

Academia Australia Hadoop (for
big data
ingestion and
analytics)

Oxygen
level,
luminosity,
and
smoke/hazar
dous gases

(M.R.
Bashir et
al.2016)

Office
building

Intelligent
building
solutions
(occupant
comfort and
energy savings)

Industry United
States

N/A Indoor
temperature

(C. Talon
et al.2015)

Healthcare
-related
buildings

Intelligent system
for healthcare
(cost-effective
services)

Academia United
States

Cloud
services,
RFID/barcod
e, big data,
web 2.0/3.0

Data
selection
depends on
use cases (4
examples in
the
implementati
on part)

(H.
Demirkan.
2013)

Commerci
al building

Intelligent
meeting space
with real-time
room occupancy
status and
reservation
facility

Academia India PIR sensor
and Arduino
Microcontrol
ler,
intelligent
gateway
(Raspberry Pi
3)

Room
occupancy
and
environment

(J. Patel et
al .2018)

Parking
structure

Automated
parking systems

Industry Taiwan Camera
sensors, card
readers,
intelligent
gateways

Field data
such as
empty
parking
spaces, car
information,
maintenance
request

(ADLINK
et
al .2015)

General
type

Intelligent grid
system (Review

Academia United
States

Intelligent
meters

N/A (S.S.S.R.
Depuru et
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of intelligent
meters in the
power grid)

al .2011)

Office
building
(six-story)

Structural health
monitoring and
early warning
system for
buildings

Academia China iDataBox
(PC and
wireless
transmission
units)
Sensing layer
(pressure
sensor),

Steel stress,
earth
pressure

(J. Wang
et
al .2017)

Residentia
l buildings

Intelligent
community
(neighborhood
watch and
pervasive
healthcare)

Academia Canada Body
sensors,
home
surveillance
systems

Body sensor
readings and
personal
health
information

(X. Li et
al .2011)

General
type
(4 rooms)

Occupant safety
and emergency
management

Academia Italy Mobile
devices,
DangerCore,
VirtualSenso
r, Wi-Fi, 4G,
SMS

Feedback of
users (noise,
location,
etc.)

(A.
Piscitello
et
al .2015)

Residentia
l
(intelligent
home)

Remote
monitoring of
different home
automation
systems

Academia Czech
Republic

openHAB,
Raspberry Pi
(intelligent
board),
SNMP,
HTTP
(communicat
ion protocol)

N/A (this
research
focused on
network
communicati
on
development
for the
proposed
system)

(D. Kovac
et
al .2015)

Dormitory
and
laboratory

Microservice-
based IoT system
(no specific
application)

Academia Russia Raspberry Pi,
SensorTags
(CC2650),
door sensor,
human-
trackers

Temperature,
humidity,
luminosity,
pressure,
door status,
occupancy

(K.
Khanda et
al .2017)

A commercial building typically contains hundreds of programmable

thermostats, connected lights, power meters, motion sensors, and surveillance

cameras serving different purposes in various building subsystems, such as Heating

Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), lighting, electrical, plumbing, fire

protection and security. Traditionally these subsystems are vertically integrated and

closed; they are installed by multiple vendors throughout the life cycle of the building.

For example, the HVAC system is composed of one or more Air Handling Units

(AHUs), which supply cool air through ducts to Variable Air Volume (VAV) systems
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partitioning the building into independently controllable thermal zones. The heating

or cooling operation of a VAV unit is determined by nested control loops which keep

the zone temperature around its setpoint while maintaining the required minimum

airflow. The VAV control system monitors the zone temperature and actuates the

associated dampers and valves. The instantaneous values of the sensors and the states

of the actuators are logged at regular intervals by the Building Management System

(BMS)—a digital control and sensing system which retains historical data, provides

visualization, and carries out automation and management tasks for the building. We

refer to the historical data archived by the BMS as trend data, and a single sensor or

actuator described in the BMS metadata as a point.

Buildings are increasingly being equipped with sensors and controllers,

ranging from card readers for controlling doors, to thermostats and air quality sensors

feeding into the Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system and

controlling the ambient environment. Many of these electronic and mechanical

components are monitored and managed by the so-called Building Management

System (BMS). While the components embedded in buildings are highly complex and

heterogeneous, there is currently limited support for interoperability among them.

BACnet is a communications protocol that provides mechanisms for computerized

building automation devices to exchange information, but it is relatively unaware of

the overall building structure and complex functional and spatial relationships among

the building subsystems, making it impossible for software developers to identify,

access, and manage the physical resources that exist in various building subsystems.

Currently, two representation formats are emerging as the de-facto standards

for specifying the structure of buildings and their assets. The first one is the Building

Information Model (BIM) and the corresponding IFC (V. Bazjanac and D.
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Crawley.1999) syntax, which represents the building assets, their spatial relationships

and geometry. The second one is Brick (B. Balaji et al .2016), a schema for a

semantic representation of the building sensors and systems, such as electrical,

plumbing, HVAC, and lighting, and their relationships in the context of the building

space. Brick adheres to the Resource Description Framework (RDF) data model (O.

Lassila and R. R. Swick.1999), expressed as a collection of triples, to represent

knowledge. Queries can be written using SPARQL to access the RDF triples.

Brick is an open-source effort to standardize semantic descriptions of the

physical, logical and virtual assets in buildings and the relationships between them.

Brick is composed of an extensible dictionary of terms and concepts in and around

buildings, a set of relationships for linking and composing concepts together, and a

flexible data model permitting seamless integration of Brick with existing tools and

databases. Through the use of powerful Semantic Web technology, Brick is capable of

describing the broad set of idiosyncratic and custom features, assets, and subsystems

found across the building stock in a consistent matter. Compared with other related

model frameworks, brick has more functions (Table 2).

(https://docs.brickschema.org/intro.html)
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Table 2. Comparison between Brick and other Related Models

In a previous research paper [2],based on the review of existing use cases of IoT

for intelligent buildings development, the authors proposed an outline that

summarizes the most common technologies and building systems relevant and

necessary to enable critical functions of intelligent buildings (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Summary of Application of IoT on Intelligent Buildings

(goals, technologies, and related building systems).
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2. Research on the Integration of IoT and Blockchain

The block structure mainly includes two parts: block header and block body.

(Junfeng Xie et al.2019). The block body stores verified transactions. The block

header specifies the metadata, including hash of the previous block, hash of the

current block, timestamp, Nonce and Merkle root. (Figure 2)

Figure 2. A Typical Block Structure

The blockchain technology can be effectively applied in almost all domains of

IoT. In a previous paper(Mohamed Amine Ferrag et al.2021), the authors review the

blockchain-based security and privacy systems proposed for seventeen types of IoT

applications (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Blockchain technology applied to seventeen types of IoT applications

The research (by Mingjuan Wu et al.2020) demonstrates how to use IoT and

blockchain to enable movable property asset pledge financial service. In traditional

movable property asset pledge financial services, financial institutions usually can’t

obtain the real-time information of the movable property asset pledge, and lack

efficient management for accessing, assessing and sharing the information of movable

property assets among stakeholders neither. Further, there is no movable property

asset monitoring and tracking system which can quantify and validate movable

property assets used as a pledge for loan applications. Even worse, some illegal actors

get a loan through duplicate pledges or fraudulent activities by using the loopholes

because of the lack of information transparency, which damages both the financial

and the movable property asset industries. With the development of IoT and

blockchain technologies, IoT systems with blockchain are highly applicable to real-
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time monitoring and tracking the movable property assets in warehouse or in transit,

which resolves and avoids the unnecessary high risks in the financial industry.

Figure 4. describes the relationships of the enterprises that own movable

property assets and request a loan, bank, and the organization that provides the

movable property asset monitoring services with IoT and blockchain technologies.

The interaction procedures for three stakeholders include:

(1) Application for loan. An enterprise submits its loan applications to the

bank.

(2) Authorization. The bank authorizes the organization to deliver the movable

property asset status data.

(3) Collection of original data. The organization obtains the movable property

asset monitoring data generated for the enterprise.

(4) Reply on monitoring data. The organization replies the movable property

asset status data to the bank for movable property asset evaluation, which acts as a

piece of important evidence in judging the loan repayment capability of the enterprise.

(5) Reply on loan approval result. After reviewing the loan application from

enterprise and evaluating the asset status data, the bank makes its final decision if

approves the loan application, and replies the loan approval result to the enterprise.
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Figure 4. Interaction for the Stakeholders

In a previous paper (Zhe Xiao et al.2020) the researchers initiate a cyber-

infrastructure solution by synergizing both the blockchain and IoT (IoT) technologies

for transportation insurance. The insurance premium-related services are encapsulated

in 'on-chain' chaincodes to perform over the facts on vehicle's trip and driver’s

behavior, which are deduced through 'off-chain' analytic services using the sensing

data collected from vehicles 'on-board' sensors. A hybrid scheme coordinating both

the permission (Hyperledger) and public (Ethereum) blockchains is proposed to

exploit their respective capabilities in terms of high transaction throughput and built-

in cryptocurrency. A working prototype platform is implemented with a basic

premium calculation model. The prototype system is deployed across the Amazon

Web Services (AWS) cloud in a real-world Internet environment. A comprehensive

performance study from the aspects of throughput, latency, and resource usage under

different configurations is presented to show the solution’s feasibility. The design

practice and research findings are concluded in consort with the experience gained for

further enhancing the proposed solution and extending the functional features such as
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a more realistic insurance policy to be applied in generic vehicle insurance

applications.

An intuitive diagram is provided in Figure 5 to illustrate the target application

scenario. The three types of roles are involved in this use case, including the vehicle

drivers, transportation operators as well as insurance companies. The interaction and

relation between these three roles inspire the proposed business model in this study.

Nowadays, one of the facts is that operators often possess GPS and other IoT sensors

on-board to regulate the fleet (by private operators) or monitor traffic situations (by

transportation authorities). This means that operators can access real-time

transportation IoT data for valued insights. The transportation operators are

considered “neutral parties” as well, thus they are assumed as “honest but-curious,”

i.e., they follow the protocol and regulation, as suggested in previous studies (G.

Zyskind et al.2015). In order to fulfill the fine-grained insurance model, several

critical features including IoT data collection, trip data analytics to generate insurance

required metrics, and the premium-related trip summary records, audit requirement,

autopay token for safety and fairness are considered to be collectively realized for a

cooperative infrastructure design, wherein IoT and blockchain technologies

reasonably fit these application features for an integrated solution.
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Figure 5. Transportation Insurance Application Scenario.

The usage-based insurance (UBI) for vehicles is more economic and accurate

for drivers since its insurance premium calculation depends on how vehicles are

driven, compared with traditional insurance schemes. However, UBI requires

sensitive driving data to determine insurance premiums, and this could result in

serious privacy breach for drivers. Meanwhile, existing UBI solutions rely on a

centralized entity (i.e., the insurance company) to manage insurance. In a previous

article (Huayi Qi et al.2021), the authors design a decentralized and privacy-

preserving UBI scheme, called DUBI (Figure 6), based on blockchain technology and

zero-knowledge proof. In the proposed scheme, an intelligent contract running over

the blockchain serves as a “decentralized” insurance company, while drivers

continuously upload their committed driving data to the blockchain. The driver

submits accumulated driving statistics with a zero-knowledge proof to the intelligent

contract on a regular basis, which verifies the proof and calculates the insurance

premium from the submitted statistics.
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Figure 6. Decentralized Usage-Based Insurance (DUBI) System Architecture

With the advent of IoT, a slow shift is happening from manual checks of

capital-intensive assets such as bridges, wind turbines, etc., where the bolted joint is

used as a main fastening method, towards unattended Structural Health Monitoring

(SHM). Numerous approaches are proposed for monitoring the looseness of bolted

joint assemblies, however, the majority of them can only be used for looseness

detection purposes and are not viable for monitoring since these approaches contain

design impracticalities, are not scalable or hard to implement outside of the laboratory

environment. Furthermore, remote unattended monitoring is still very much in its

infancy. Thus, to solve this issue, a previous paper (Michail Sidorov et al.2015)

proposes a TenSense M20, a customized intelligent sensor node for continuous

remote SHM of bolted joints. Long Range (LoRa) is applied as a means of wireless

communication and the network can cover 3.8 km. The results show that TenSense

M20 can precisely track the pre-tension force of a bolted joint with the approach

being robust and scalable. Received data is securely stored in a blockchain and is

easily accessible for services targeting integration with an Intelligent City.(Figure 7)
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Figure 7. Wireless Sensor Network Architecture Depicting TenSense M20 Use Case

Scenario and Integration with a Blockchain Network

Interoperable and secure data management techniques are fundamental for

most of large-scale Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems. Indeed, given the

relevance of SHM critical measurements, data integrity must be protected against

tampering or falsifications. In a previous paper (Lorenzo Gigli et al.2022), the authors

propose a four-layer SHM architecture that allows for building an effective data

pipeline from sensors to consumer applications, passing through the cloud. The

architecture is established on top of the MODRON platform and exploits the recent

advances of the W3C Web of Things (WoT) standard for interoperability. Third-party

services can take benefit of the W3C WoT architecture to retrieve the SHM critical

data and publish them on the Ethereum Blockchain through an SHM-specific

Intelligent Contract.

As shown in Figure 8, the SHM Controller retrieves the list of active Sensor

WTs; then, it consumes the TDs and receives the measurements directly from the

WTs. Due to costs and performance issues, it may not be realistic to store all the SHM

data on the Blockchain, therefore the SHM Controller applies a filter over them, i.e.

only the measurements outside a safety range are passed to the Intelligent Contract.
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Figure 8. Intelligent Collaboration in Building Subspace Devices
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CHAPTER 3 CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATION

I. Relevant Theory

A. IoT

1. In 1999, American MIT professor Kevin Ashton first proposed the concept

of "IoT". Its specific connotation refers to connecting things with the Internet through

communication sensing technologies such as intelligent sensing, identification

technology, and pervasive computing to form an intelligent recognition, positioning,

tracking, monitoring, and management network. Kevin Ashton is therefore known as

the "Father of the IoT" (Ashton et al.2009).

In November 2005, the International Telecommunication Union officially put

forward the concept of "IoT" at the second phase of the World Summit on the

information society (WSIS). After more than ten years of scientific research and

innovative development, the IoT is closely integrated with artificial intelligence, big

data, cloud computing, and other technologies, and human society has gradually

entered the era of "Intelligent IoT". Intelligent IoT realizes the multi-source

information interaction between people and things, and between things. It is a

breakthrough in data transmission and information sharing in the Internet era. In

recent years, the combination of intelligent IoT and many fields of social public

services have derived a variety of emerging production and lifestyles, such as

intelligent agriculture, intelligent transportation, intelligent logistics, intelligent

storage, intelligent security, and so on.

Authorities predict that the number of connections between things (things in

the physical world and things in the virtual world) may exceed 100 billion in 2025

("IoT Blockchain" Application and Development White Paper.2019).
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The interconnection of all things will also make the existing IoT network and

business platform face great challenges, mainly including: (1) expansion capacity:

carrying 10 billion IoT equipment connection services, and the IoT network and

business platform require new system expansion schemes; (2) Inter network

cooperation: operators are required to build new cooperative relationships to meet the

access services of massive IoT devices; (3) Security and privacy protection: lack of

communication and data security means for massive IoT devices and privacy

protection measures; (4) Trust mechanism: lack of connection and data trust

mechanism for solving massive IoT devices in a complex environment; (5)

Communication and cooperation: lack of compatibility and cooperation mechanism

for communication between massive IoT devices.

With the rapid advancement of the 5G business process, the IoT network

infrastructure and connection services will be greatly strengthened, therefore

directly promoting the digital transformation of all walks of life and the emergence of

a large number of innovative applications.

According to the recommendation of the International Telecommunication

Union (ITU-T Y.2060) (ITU), the IoT is characterized by interconnection, things

related services, differences, dynamic changes, and large scale. The IoT has a

reference module model as shown in Figure 9, which is divided into device layer,

network layer, service support and application support layer and application layer

from bottom to top.
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Figure 9. IoT reference Model

From the users' perspective, a typical IoT system consists of five major

components according to the components' contribution and function in IoT system,

namely: 1) Devices or Sensors (terminal), 2) Networks (communication

infrastructure), 3) Cloud (data repository and data processing infrastructure), 4)

Analytics (computational and data mining algorithm), and 5) Actuators or User

interfaces (services), as shown in Figure 10. [2]

Figure 10. Components of an IoT system.

B. Blockchain technology
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Blockchain technology originated from a groundbreaking paper “Bitcoin: A

Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” (Satoshi Nakamoto) published by a scholar

with a pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. In a narrow sense, blockchain is a

chained data structure that combines data blocks in chronological order, and a

distributed ledger that cannot be tampered with and forged cryptographically. Broadly

speaking, blockchain technology is a new distributed infrastructure and computing

paradigm that uses blockchain data structure to verify and store data, uses distributed

node consensus algorithm to generate and update data, uses cryptography to ensure

the security of data transmission and access, and uses intelligent contract composed of

automatic script code to program and operate data (China Blockchain Technology and

Application Development White Paper 2016).

As the integration of "decentralized" collaboration, distributed data storage,

P2P transmission, consensus mechanism, encryption algorithm, and intelligent

contract in the field of network trust management, blockchain has been paid more

attention by many governments, enterprises and research institutions in recent years.

Relevant technologies and standards organizations emerge in endlessly, and the

industry has also increased investment to seek the application of relevant technical

solutions.

China's 13th five-year national informatization plan takes blockchain as a key

cutting-edge technology and clearly puts forward the need to strengthen the

innovation, test and application of relevant new technologies, to seize the opportunity

and master the leading power of the new generation of information technology.

At present, blockchain technology has been applied to the IoT, intelligent city,

intelligent manufacturing, supply chain management, digital asset trading, trusted

cloud computing, network identity management, and many other fields, and will
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gradually be deeply integrated with the real economy to help the transformation and

upgrading of the real economy. The industry predicts that the integrated application of

technologies such as IoT, blockchain and artificial intelligence will stimulate a new

round of technological innovation and industrial change.

The core of blockchain technology is a distributed computing and group-

trusted cooperation mechanism in a distributed computing environment. The

distributed computing and group-trusted collaboration mechanism of blockchain

technology provide new ideas and solutions to solve the challenges faced by the IoT

in terms of scalability, collaboration ability, trust relationship, and security protection.

C. Artificial intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology refers to the technology of realizing

human intelligence through computer programs. AI technology endows computers

with the ability of human thinking, dealing with affairs and even learning to help

human beings complete the work that can only be competent by human intelligence.

AI is a subject that makes computers simulate human thinking processes and

intelligent behavior, involving computer science, psychology, philosophy, linguistics

and so on. Although it is a branch of computer science, the field and coverage of AI

have gone beyond the scope of computer science. AI technology has gone through

three development stages from the emergence of the concept to the present. The first

stage is the improvement and accumulation stage of basic theory, the second stage is

the simple machine learning stage of AI through input data, and the third stage is the

stage of AI realizing autonomous learning through big data and deep learning

technology. From theory to reality, from the AI training with a single large amount of

data to the combination of big data, CPU parallel computing and deep learning
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technology to help AI, AI technology has become mature and begun a wide range of

practical applications.

Nowadays, with the rapid development of the AI industry, global AI revenue

is expected to increase rapidly at a compound annual growth rate of 45%. At present,

more than ten countries and regions around the world, including the United States,

China, the European Union, the United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, and Canada, have

issued national AI-related development strategies or policy plans to support the future

development of AI. At present, AI technologies such as machine learning, knowledge

spectrum, biometrics and service robots have been widely integrated into multiple

financial application scenarios and played an important role in the fields of intelligent

identity recognition, intelligent investment adviser, intelligent customer service, and

intelligent risk control and process.

D. Fintech

Fintech is a combination of finance and technology. It can be simply

understood as "finance + technology", but it is not a simple combination of the two. It

refers to innovating the products and services provided by the traditional financial

industry by using various scientific and technological means to improve efficiency

and effectively reduce operating costs. According to the definition of the Financial

Stability Board (FSB), fintech mainly refers to emerging business models, new

technology applications, new products and services driven by emerging cutting-edge

technologies such as big data, blockchain, cloud computing and AI(Figure 11), which

have a significant impact on the financial market and the supply of financial

services(Ipsos, Webinar on Fintech and Innovation for Banking, Finance and

Insurance).
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Figure 11. The FinTech Landscape

Fintech is a financial innovation driven by science and technology, such as

new financial products, processes, applications, and models, and has a significant

impact on financial services, financial institutions and financial markets. If the

connotation of fintech is analyzed from the three dimensions of technology, finance

and the integration of technology and finance, the underlying technology is the supply

side of fintech and the basic technology to ensure the operation of fintech, such as big

data, cloud computing, AI, Internet, blockchain, biometrics, IoT and 5G. The

underlying technology is open. With the development of science and technology, new

bottom technologies continue to appear. The openness of bottom technology is

reflected in the financial field and all aspects of the social economy. The demand side

of fintech is finance, and the financial field is the foothold of fintech. The underlying

technology is mainly applied in five aspects of the financial field: financial products,

financial institutions, financial ecology, financial infrastructure and financial

functions. Loans, deposits, trust plans, insurance, bonds and stocks are basic financial

products. Due to the diversification of financial demand and the development of

science and technology, basic financial product portfolios and comprehensive
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financial services, P2P, Internet finance, digital currency and so on have been

produced. Commercial banks, trust companies, securities companies, leasing

companies and insurance companies provide financial services to customers. With the

development of the economy and technology, there are Internet Finance platforms,

P2P network lending platforms, auto finance companies, consumer finance companies,

small loan companies, new Internet banks and so on. From the perspective of

financial supply, financial ecology includes risk assessment, customer access, credit

line, post loan management, risk management, credit enhancement, marketing

promotion and product design. Financial infrastructure includes software and

hardware. The software includes financial legal system and financial supervision

system, credit environment system and information disclosure principle. The

hardware includes central securities depository and settlement system, bank card,

Internet and bill payment system. There are six kinds of financial functions: cross

industry, cross field and cross term resource allocation; Settlement, clearing and

payment; Risk management mechanism; Incentive mechanism; Division of reserve

resources and ownership; Provide price information. The essence of fintech is an

integration of finance and technology. It is the application of underlying technology in

the financial field to improve the efficiency of financial services. It includes the

following five aspects: (1) apply the underlying technology to financial products and

optimize financial products. For example, the application of AI in financial products

can adapt to the characteristics of scattered, small-amount, and high-frequency

customers and meet the demand of customized and differentiated financial services.

Apply fintech to customers' online experience and improve financial products; (2) The

underlying technology is applied to the business process of financial institutions. For

example, big data, the Internet and AI are used to identify customers' risks and
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establish a black-and-white list system for customers. The white list is high-quality

customers, improves credit rating and financial service quality, and the blacklist

contains customers with high risk of default. Strict access and risk early warning are

required to reduce fraud losses; (3) The underlying technology is applied in financial

infrastructure. For example, mobile Internet technology is used to optimize the

financial payment system and provides convenience to consumers. The Financial

Supervision established by big data, blockchain, cloud computing and other

technologies can perform real-time risk early warning; (4) the underlying technology

is applied in financial ecology. The credit investigation system established by the

Internet, blockchain, big data and biometrics is conducive to the credit extension and

credit enhancement of financial institutions to customers, making credit capital and

reducing the risk of default; (5) The underlying technology optimizes the financial

function. Internet, blockchain, and other technologies have achieved financial

disintermediation and decentralization, realizing 7×24-hour uninterrupted services,

cross-border services, WeChat payment and other mobile payments provide inclusive

finance for rural and backward areas.

Fintech is changing the way in which financial enterprises operate, cooperate and

trade with their customers, regulators, and customers, as well as other people in the

industry. For all types of companies, from start-ups to technology companies to

established companies, Fintech is applied widely. In recent years, many variants of

fintech have emerged, and taken advantage of cutting-edge technologies specially

customized for some sectors or functions in the financial service ecosystem, such as

regulatory technology (RegTech) and insurance technology (InsurTech).

In May 2017, the People's Bank of China established the fintech committee,

which aims to make active use of rich financial supervision means such as big data,
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AI and cloud computing, improve the ability to identify, prevent and resolve cross-

industry and cross-market cross financial risks, and strengthen the application practice

of supervision technology.

E. Intelligent buildings

According to the Chinese national standard "Standard for design of intelligent

building" (GB/T50314-2015), intelligent building is defined as a building that

provides people with a safe, efficient, convenient and sustainable functional

environment(GB/T50314-2015, Intelligent building design standard 2015), taking the

building as the platform, based on the comprehensive application of all kinds of

intelligent information, integrating architecture, system, application, management and

optimal combination, with the comprehensive intelligent ability of perception,

transmission, memory, reasoning, judgment and decision-making, forming an

integrated body coordinated with human, building and environment.

Through the application of specialized technologies such as computer network

technology, modern communication technology, and intelligent monitoring system,

intelligent buildings aims to promote the development of intelligent buildings in the

direction of high automation, high controllability and high integration, and drive the

service level of building management, always following the service concept of

people-centered

The European Commission believes that intelligent buildings are buildings

driven by information and communication technology in the context of the integration

of the IoT and ubiquitous computing. Specifically, unified devices such as sensors,

actuators, microchips and micro-embedded systems need to be used to collect, filter,

and transmit local information, and then further integrate and manage globally

according to business functions and services.
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The IoT is trying to transform modern buildings into energy-saving, intelligent

and interconnected buildings. The IoT provides functions such as real-time

monitoring, situational awareness, intelligence and control, transforming modern

buildings into more energy-saving intelligent buildings. With the help of AI, big data

analysis and other technologies, intelligent buildings can summarize, split, analyze

and mine the massive data they collect and store. On this basis, they perform

independent learning, self-analysis and independent decision-making, continuously

mine useful information and respond, and continuously adjust their own attributes and

functions according to the feedback information, to achieve self-organization,

coordination, self-optimization and evolution. Through the comprehensive and in-

depth perception of the building and the environment, the intelligent building carries

out real-time health monitoring on the safety of the building structure, early warning

and intervention on the abnormal conditions in the operation process, to ensure the

use safety of the building. While using intelligent technology to create safe and

comfortable building space, it is more important for intelligent buildings to achieve

the goal of adapting to the environment and protecting ecology, so as to make

buildings, people and the environment develop in harmony (Chow Siu Lam et

al.2020).

The functions of intelligent buildings come from the mutual penetration of

multi-disciplines and multi-technologies, and the mutual integration of multi-systems

and multi-functions will bring unprecedented new functions to the developing

intelligent buildings, and even realize the communication between buildings. The

mutual integration of multi-individual and multi-group intelligent buildings will help

to promote the realization of the function of intelligent city. With the development of
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the times and technological progress, the connotation and function of intelligent

buildings will continue to develop and improve.
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CHAPTER 4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

I. Description of Data

In the literature review stage, the data collected is the development status,

growth trend and market share of relevant technologies and industries. In the case

study stage, the data is generated by the operation of the system within a certain

period, including sensor real-time data and analysis result data.

II. Data Collection and Analytical Methods

Different research methods are selected in each stage of this subject to

complete the corresponding research tasks.

In the stage of topic selection, relevant materials are obtained through

observation, literature investigation, and historical research to determine the research

topic and maintain the academic, social, and economic value of the selected topic.

In the literature investigation stage, through the literature investigation method,

the author finds relevant academic information and research results from various

journals, books, archives and other traditional documents and new resources such as

the Internet, and form a more systematic framework for the research object through

comparative research.

In the theoretical construction stage, with the help of axiomatic methods, from

abstract to concrete methods, their ideas become explicit information through

symbolization, so as to build a suitable theory.

In the stage of launching research results, with the help of descriptive research

method, empirical research method and interdisciplinary research method, the author

conducts in-depth analysis and research, combines scientific theory and practice, and

realizes the performance of results through the analysis of specific cases and

interdisciplinary research.
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CHAPTER 5 CASE STUDY ON THE APPLICATION OF WATER LEVEL

MONITORING SYSTEM IN PUBLIC CATASTROPHE INSURANCE IN N

CITY

I. Background

Located in the coastal area of China, N City is attacked by typhoons in

summer and autumn every year, which causes waterlogging in the city and wreaks

havoc on Ningbo and citizens. For this reason, the N municipal government has

purchased catastrophe insurance for citizens, and provided public catastrophe

insurance services for the houses in the city. In 2016, the N municipal government

introduced advanced surveying and mapping technology, obtained basic data and

information of rural houses, and established a remote damage assessment system for

flood disasters, providing scientific, efficient and reasonable means for post-disaster

damage assessment and claims.

At present, N City Public Catastrophe Insurance Remote Disaster Damage

Assessment Management System (the System) has 1,825 water level piles, which can

report the water level gauge readings artificially. The System automatically calculates

the damage assessment information of residential buildings related to the water level

gauge. The degree has to be reported manually on the spot, as there is no efficient and

intelligent automatic water level monitoring system that can intelligently calculate the

damage assessment data through one button for the remote disaster assessment system.

The System aims to meet the needs of real-time water level monitoring,

remote transmission, forecasting and early warning. The project plans to achieve

intelligent effects such as real-time monitoring and transmission of field data,

forecasting and early warning of the highest water level, automatic calculation of

damage assessment results, etc. Through the implementation of the project, the risk
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coefficient of heavy rain weather and field investigation by claim adjusters can be

reduced and at the same time, the water level inundation of the disaster site can be

grasped in a real time manner so that leaders can make emergency decisions in time

and realize express claim settlement and damage assessment.

II. Construction of Water Level Monitoring System and Data Analysis

Using intelligent buildings as a specific application scenario, an emerging

business network based on the IoT and blockchain is designed to provide a theoretical

basis for the development of the intelligent building industry. In the current

conventional business network, each commercial organization, government, and

financial institution is independent and systematically inaccessible, each maintaining

its own data, as the participants of the whole business network. When a transaction

occurs, both parties to the transaction modify their respective books and maintain

them locally. This is inefficient, costly and vulnerable to attack, especially when more

parties are involved and requires more intermediate work and brings additional costs.

By utilizing the shared ledger, consensus algorithm, security and privacy, and

intelligent contracts of blockchain technology, a blockchain system with the features

of polycentricity, consensus & trust, tamper-evident and traceability can be

established to solve many of the challenges encountered in conventional business

networks. This research team proposes a design scheme suitable for the intelligent

building industry in terms of principles and overall architecture. The scheme

framework is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Design Scheme of Intelligent Building System

In terms of system construction, the research team will rely on HC

Technology to develop an integrated management system for intelligent buildings,

which expected functions and performance to be achieved are as shown in Table 3,

and to explore the interface with financial and insurance services in terms of building

structural health. The team will conduct a comprehensive evaluation of this innovative

application based on actual operating conditions. The platform built and the results of

the initial operation in the research case are shown in Tables 3-7 and Figures 13-15.

Table 3. Expected Results of the Function and Performance of the Designed

Intelligent Building System

Function and per formance Expected results
Centralization Decentralization
Reliability Transparent and reliable cross-organizational

information sharing (free-of-tampering, original data)
Data storage, privacy,
security and confidentiality

High (participant access controllable)

Immutability Yes
Real-time Approximately real-time
Communication and
transparent information
sharing

Intelligent contracts, autonomous decision making,
human-machine (P2M) and machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication

Interactivity High
On-demand maintenance High efficiency

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor 3

Sensor n

Data collection

Local gateway

Data collection
and preprocessing

IoT application

Remote monitoring

Management

Financial service

Insurance

Blockchain
network

Smart contacts
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The functions and performances of the designed intelligent building system

include centralization, reliability, security and confidentiality of data storage,

communication and transparent information sharing, etc. The expected result of

reliability is reflected by the transparent and reliable cross-organizational sharing of

information, and the storage of the original data without being doctored.

The case study targets at the provision of public catastrophe insurance services

for houses in City N. City N is a coastal area and is subject to typhoons every summer

and autumn, which cause flooding in the city and pose a great danger to the city and

its citizens. In this regard, the government has funded the purchase of catastrophe

insurance for the public and established a new pattern of "insurance + technology +

O&M" through the cooperation with HC Technology and the insurance company,

introduced automated water level piles and automatic water level monitoring system,

and established a remote flood damage assessment system, thereby providing a

scientific, efficient and reasonable means of settling claims after a disaster.

The IoT-based public catastrophe insurance water level automatic monitoring

system is designed to meet the main objectives of real-time water level monitoring,

remote transmission, forecasting and early warning. The project is intended to achieve

intelligent effects such as real-time monitoring and transmission of on-site data,

forecasting and warning of the highest water level, and automatic calculation of loss

assessment results. The project is capable of reducing the risk factor of claims adjuster

in on-site survey during heavy rainstorms, collecting real-time flooding data of the

affected site to facilitate the relevant departments to make timely emergency decisions

and realize claims settlement and loss assessment efficiently and promptly.
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Table 4. Introduction to the "Insurance + Technology + O&M" Pattern

Type of
insurance

Comprehensive property insurance

Insured Residential houses in flood-prone areas throughout the city

Coverage Nearly 600 points distributed in 150+ villages, 30+ towns, 5 districts or
counties, in City N

S&T Construction of advanced sensors, IoT software platform and loss
assessment system

O&M Daily maintenance of hardware and software

Application
scenarios

Real-time monitoring of water levels in flood-prone areas within the
city, urban rainwater and sewage manholes, rivers, lakes, reservoirs, etc.

The mode of "insurance + technology + operation & maintenance" is a

business mode initiated by HC Tech, which uses automatic water level piles and the

automatic water level monitoring system to work with insurance industry in public

catastrophe insurance. HC Tech has installed advanced automatic water level piles

(sensors) on the walls of residential buildings in flood-prone areas of the city. When

natural disasters such as rainstorm or flood occur, the sensors will automatically

monitor the water level of residential buildings, and transmit the data to the

background IoT data platform in a real time manner and trigger the damage

assessment and claim system according to the water level, so as to issue the claim

amount quickly and efficiently, and provide strong data support for the compensation

by insurance companies. HC Tech is responsible for the construction and daily

maintenance of hardware (sensors) and software (the IoT data platform and the

damage assessment and claim system).Blockchain technology is introduced in the

system design to save the collected information and data and avoid tampering with the

original data when information is shared across organizations. For the purpose of this

paper, it is applied in the uploading of water level data collected by sensors to the free

data platform, the insurer's data platform and the government data platform, thereby
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ensuring data consistency on these three platforms, and increasing the credibility of

data.

Figure 13. Component Diagram of the Monitoring System

Table 5. Components of the Monitoring System.

Monitoring
center

Hardware: Servers, computers, mobile phones, large display
screens
Software: Operating system, database, HC automated water level
pile monitoring and warning platform, HC monitoring and warning
APP

Communication
network

NB-IoT narrowband IoT

Monitoring
equipment

NB infinite level meter, NB water flood sensor, camera

The components of the monitoring system include a monitoring center,

communication network and monitoring equipment. The hardware of the monitoring

center includes a server, a computer, a mobile phone and a large display screen, and

its software includes an operating system, a database, an automatic water level pile

monitoring and early warning platform and an APP for monitoring and early warning.

The communication network adopts NB-IoT (narrow-band Internet of Things), which

计算机 手机 服务器 显示大屏Computer Mobile Server Large Displayer
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features low power consumption and strong link, ensuring the durability of

monitoring equipment and the stability of data link.

The monitoring equipment includes NB wireless liquid level gauge, NB water

immersive sensor and camera. The liquid level is measured based on the principle that

the liquid level height is proportional to the pressure value, and the corresponding

liquid level height can be calculated according to the pressure value. NB wireless

liquid level transmitter is a battery-powered liquid level transmitter with wireless

communication (NB-IOT) function. The wireless liquid level transmitter has built-in

lithium battery pack with large capacity and long battery life for power supply, which

is suitable for outdoor scenarios or application scenarios with no urban power supply.

The static pressure level gauge adopts foreign advanced isolated diffused silicon

sensor or ceramic capacitance pressure-sensitive sensor, which converts static

pressure into electric signal, and then through temperature compensation and linear

correction, into standard electric signal, which is converted into RS485 standard

signal for output.

Table 6. Water Level Monitoring Sensor Parameters

Product pattern HC-WL001N
Measuring
medium

Water (H2O) or medium compatible with contact material

Measuring range 0-10 m/H2O
Material Diaphragm: 316 L Housing: 304 stainless steel Cable:

Polyurethane
Accuracy ±0.25%FS (range ≥5m) ±0.5%FS (range <5m)
Pressure type Static Pressure Stability: ±0.1%FS/year
Zero point drift ±0.03%FS/°C (≤100 kPa), ±0.02%FS/°C (>100 kPa)
Full-scale drifting ±0.03%FS/°C (≤100 kPa), ±0.02%FS/°C (>100 kPa)
Medium
temperature

0°C - 75°C

Storage
temperature

-40°C - 120°C

Power supply 24VDC (via safety grid)
Output signal 4-20 mA
Insulation 100 MΩ/50 V
Vibration 20 g, (20 to 5000) Hz
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Protection class IP68
Shock 20 g, 11 ms
Construction
costs

RMB 3000 each

Maintenance
costs

Approx. RMB 220 /year for a single point

The water level monitoring sensors are constantly updated, and the parameters

of the sensors tend to stabilize gradually. The HC-WL001N sensor can measure the

water level within 10m, and the scope of the storage temperature is from -40℃ to

120℃. The cost of each sensor is 3,000 yuan, and the annual maintenance cost of a

single point is 220 yuan.

Table 7. Case Data

(Water level data during Typhoon In-Fa in 2021, based on three automated water

level piles in City N)

Point A Point B Point C
Time Water

level (m)
Time Water

level (m)
Time Water

level (m)
2021-07-25
02:24:00.0

0.00 2021-07-25
02:09:45.0

-0.01 2021-07-25
02:11:25.0

0.00

2021-07-25
12:24:20.0

1.32 2021-07-25
11:41:22.0

0.88 2021-07-25
12:09:29.0

1.68

2021-07-26
00:24:49.0

0.98 2021-07-25
23:43:27.0

0.60 2021-07-26
00:37:13.0

1.30

2021-07-26
15:00:06.0

1.39 2021-07-26
11:45:27.0

0.99 2021-07-26
12:35:01.0

1.59

2021-07-27
00:25:20.0

1.20 2021-07-27
00:17:41.0

0.80 2021-07-27
01:33:24.0

1.44

2021-07-27
12:25:46.0

0.85 2021-07-27
13:19:52.0

0.41 2021-07-27
14:30:45.0

1.11

2021-07-28
00:26:16.0

0.43 2021-07-28
01:21:41.0

0.04 2021-07-28
01:58:44.0

0.83

2021-07-28
12:26:39.0

0.22 2021-07-28
23:56:11.0

-0.00 2021-07-28
14:56:27.0

0.57

2021-07-28
23:57:13.0

0.00 2021-07-29
01:24:32.0

0.34

2021-07-29
14:22:08.0

0.10

2021-07-30
01:50:17.0

0.00
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Figure 14. Automated Water Level Changes at Point A in City N during Typhoon In-

Fa in 2021

It can be seen from the data and the change in the water level of point A that

during the period of Typhoon In-fa, the waterlogging at point A started at 02:24 on

July 25, and disappeared at 22:57 on July 28, lasting for about 92.5 hours, reaching its

peak at 15:00 on July 26 when the water level reached 1.39 meters.

Table 8. Level Data Sheet for Selected Points

(Data from Typhoon Chanthu in 2012)

No. Location Name of water
level pile

Highest
value
(m)

Time of the highest
value

1

Dongqiao Town,
Haishu District

Shangshuiqi 1.18 2021/9/13 19:00
2 Wangjiaqiao West 0.69 2021/9/13 19:30
3 Wangjiaqiao East 0.41 2021/9/13 21:00
4 Shagang 0.39 2021/9/13 20:00
5 Zhou Gongzhai 0.31 2021/9/13 21:30

6 Fenghua Xiwu
Sub-district Wangjiahui 0.30 2021/9/13 18:30

7 Gulin Town,
Haishu District Qianyu Village 0.21 2021/9/13 22:30

8 Fenghua Yuelin
Street Sizhang Village 0.19 2021/9/13 19:30

9 Jiangshan Town,
Yinzhou District Qiangnong Village 0.18 2021/9/13 21:00

10
Qiuai Town,

Yinzhou District

Zhennan
Community 0.17 2021/9/13 21:00

11 Hengjing East 0.15 2021/9/13 19:30
12 Huilong East 0.09 2021/9/13 20:00
13 Hengjing West 0.08 2021/9/13 20:00

Time
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14 Yunlong Town,
Yinzhou District Qianxu West 0.07 2021/9/13 21:00

15 Fenghua Yuelin
Street Zhoujia Village 0.02 2021/9/13 22:30

According to the background data, in the 15 pilot sites, the average

waterlogging height is 0.3m. Other information is presented below:

1. The highest waterlogging: the highest waterlogging in Shangshuiqi Village,

Dongqiao Town, reaching 1.18m at 19:00 on September 13.

2. The longest waterlogging: the waterlogging in Shangshuiqi Village,

Dongqiao Town lasted the longest. It started at 12:30 on September 13, and began to

rise, reaching its peak at 19:00, and began to fall at 14:30 on September 14, lasting 26

hours.

3. The earliest to see the formation of waterlogging: Wangjiahui, Xiwu

Neighborhood, Fenghua was the earliest to see the formation of waterlogging (at

11:00 on September 13).

4. The latest to see the disappearance of waterlogging: Shangshuiqi Village in

Dongqiao Town and Qiangnong Village in Jiangshan Town were the latest to see the

disappearance of waterlogging (at 14:30 on September 14).

Figure 15. Cloud-based Software Function Display: The waterlogging map shows the

waterlogged situation of each monitoring station in real time
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III. Advantage Analysis of Construction of Flood Claim System and Innovative Mode

1. Flood claims settlement principles

Flood claim settlement is based on the principle of "wide scope of insured and

basic insurance coverage" and serves an inclusive and relief function. For example,

the household property loss relief is not based on the actual amount of loss to

household property, but a fixed amount of relief is paid out on an inclusive basis,

according to the disaster situation.

Table 9. Table of Compensation per Accident for Household Property Loss

Insured accident Degree of losses Compensation
rate

Flooding into
house

1. 20cm < water level ≤ 50cm RMB 500
2. 50cm<water level ≤100cm RMB 1000
3. 100cm<water level ≤150cm RMB 2000
4. Water level>150cm RMB 3000

House damage

1. Causing one house to be collapsed or
more than a quarter of the roof to be lifted
or crushed

RMB 2000

2. Causing more than one house to be
collapsed or more than one-half of the roof
to be lifted or crushed

RMB 3000

Remarks: The maximum annual aggregate compensation amount per household is
RMB 5,000 for the above flooding invasion loss and RMB 6,000 for collapse or
damage.

At present, the public catastrophe insurance payout rates in N City are subject

to the inclusive quota, but they are still related to the water level of the flooded

property. For water level between 20-50cm, the payout rate is RMB 500 per

household per occurrence; for water level between 50-100cm, the payout rate is RMB

1,000 per household per occurrence; for water level between 100-150cm, the payout

rate is RMB 2,000 per household per occurrence; for water level above 150cm, the

payout rate is RMB 3,000 per household per occurrence. The innovative model can

further refine the payout rates of public catastrophe.
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2. Flood Claims Settlement Process

The flood claim process includes reporting, survey, claim settlement

documentation, loss assessment and public announcement and payment.

Reporting

Figure 16. Flow Chart for Reporting

Survey

(1) Areas where no management system has been established.

The List of Property Loss registered by the village (community) catastrophe

insurance liaison officer is taken as the basis. The insurance company, together with

the catastrophe insurance liaison officer, randomly selects 10% of the residents and at

least 50 households from the List of Property Loss to measure the height of flooding

water in living room or bedroom on ground floor. In case no more than 50 households

apply for claim settlement in a village (community), all households must be measured

for the height of flooding water.

Residents affected by the disaster
report the disaster to local
villages (communities).

Village (community) catastrophe
insurance liaison officer make

unified registration & summary

It is reported to the
underwriting institution.

After receiving the report, the
underwriting institution will send

surveyors to investigate and
determine the damage.
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During the on-site survey, it is required to take photos of the house number

and the water level height respectively. The insurance company and the residents will

sign the List of Property Loss.

Figure 17. On-site Survey

(2) Areas where a remote flood loss assessment management system is in

place.

(1) It is required to measure and take photos of the flooding height of water

piles in a village. In case heavy rain and severe waterlogging prevent the insurance

company's vehicle from entering the village for survey, the insurance company should

take the initiative to request the village (community) catastrophe insurance liaison

officer to assist in the survey and take photos in order to assess the loss at the best

time (when the water level is at its highest).

(2) The on-site sampling is performed; as per historical payout data or work

experience, one household is selected for sampling every 30-40 households in the

Residents' Basic Information Form corresponding to the water level piles (it is

required to select the one with blank remarks in the information form or which is

remarked as On-site Survey Required), and for no less than 10 households, the
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flooding height must be measured in the indoor living room or bedroom on the ground

floor.

Table 10. Regional Sampling Table for Remote Loss Assessment System

3302050167 Water Level Pile On-site Sampling Sheet
* * Township/Street * * Village/Community in Jiangbei District (City)
Sampling and measur ing of water level on site Water level pile

SN
Name of
affected
residents

Village Address

Water
level

height
of

house
(cm)

Contact
informa

tion

Signature
of

affected
residents

Number

Floodin
g

height
(cm)

1 Ye * *
* *

Commu
nity

No.50
Beishi
Street

3302050
167

2 Zheng *
*

* *
Commu

nity

No.44Chen
jia Lane

3 Mao * *
* *

Commu
nity

Room 105,
Building 2,

No.26
Fangcao

Road

4 Gu * *
* *

Commu
nity

No.135
Hongtang

Middle
Road

5 Hong *
* *

Commu
nity

No.22
Houxinwu

Lane

6 Wang *
*

* *
Commu

nity

No.46
South
Street

7 Ye * *
* *

Commu
nity

No.8,
Ershiwufan

g

8 Feng * *
* *

Commu
nity

No.20,
Qigang
Lane

9 Wang *
*

* *
Commu

nity

No.19
Zaohu
Lane

10 Chen * *
* *

Commu
nity

6-8, No.6
Zhongxing
2nd Road
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Catastrophe
insurance
liasion
officer:

Surveyor:

Contact
information

Contact
informati
on

Date of
filing:

Claims information collection

1. Areas where no management system is in place.

When the sampling pass rate of the List of Property Loss is up to 90% or

above, the village committee (residential committee) complements the missing

information in the List of Property Loss (such as residents' bank card information) as

per the supporting documents provided by residents to generate a complete List of

Property Loss, and the List is sealed and confirmed by the village committee

(residential committee) and then publicized for three days, and a complaint feedback

telephone number is made available to the public during the public announcement

period. If there is a large degree of error (e.g. more than 10% of residents have

incorrect data) as reported by residents during the public announcement period, a

review shall be made until the review result is satisfactory.

2. Areas where a remote flood loss assessment management system is in place.

1) Calculation - uncalibrated resident indoor flooding heights.

Uncalibrated residential indoor flooding height = flooding plane elevation -

indoor elevation per household = water level pile base height(elevation) + water level

pile flooding elevation - indoor elevation per household.

2 ） Calculation - Deviation of actual sampling from the system-calculated

flooding height.
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Deviation of actual sampling from the system-calculated flooding height =

height of household sampling - uncalibrated flooding height.

3) Calibration - (Area 1) Flooding height after calibration for residents in

nearby areas

Flooding height after calibration for residents of nearby areas = uncalibrated

flooding height + deviation of actual sampling from the system's calculated flooding

height.

4) Calculation of flooding heights for residents in other areas.

The process of calculating the indoor flooding heights for residents in nearby

areas for other household sampling is the same as that for residents in the vicinity of

Yeguochang, with the 10 areas within the water level pile being individually

calibrated according to the actual household sampling data, resulting in the calibrated

indoor flooding heights for all residents in the area covered by water level pile

3302050167.

Table 11. Basic Information on Loss Assessment

Village
(natural
village)

Owner
inform
ation

Address
/house
number

(5)
Indo
or

livin
g

room
eleva
tion

Water
level
pile

number

(1)
Wate

r
level
pile

basic
eleva
tion

(2)
Floo
ding
heigh
t of

water
level
pile

(3)
Floo
ding
eleva
tion
=(1)
+(2)

(4)
Uncalib

rated
indoor
water
level

height
=

floodin
g plane
elevatio

n-
indoor
living
room

elevatio
n of
each

(6)
Meas
ured
water
level
heigh
t on
site

(7)
Devia
tion

betwe
en the
actual
meas
ured
value
and

indoo
r

water
level

height
calcul
ated

by the
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househ
old

=(3)-
(5)

syste
m

=(6)-
(4)

* *
Commu

nity

Hong
*

No.4
Beishi
Street

2.238 330205
0167 2.037 0.3 2.337 0.099

* *
Commu

nity
Ye * *

No.50
Beishi
Street

2.107 330205
0167 2.037 0.3 2.337 0.23 0.28 0.05

* *
Commu

nity

Chen
* *

No.50 -
1 Beishi
Street

2.238 330205
0167 2.037 0.3 2.337 0.099

The "insurance+technology+O&M" pattern has significant advantages over

the conventional manual pattern in terms of survey and loss assessment.

Table 12. Comparison of Different Patterns

Character istics Traditional manual pattern " Insurance + Technology +
O&M”

Real-time

After a flood, a surveyor is
dispatched to the site for
survey, which does not allow
for real-time observation of
water levels.

It is available to rely on water level
monitoring sensors and
background data to observe the
water level in real-time, and check
the water level at a particular
moment in time, and this pattern is
highly real-time.

Accuracy

Manual estimation of water
levels based on water traces
left on structures is less
accurate, and water traces left
on structures are generally
lower than the maximum
water level, making it
difficult to determine loss to
affected items accurately.

The water level monitoring sensors
are available in the accuracy of the
following parameters. ±0.25%FS
(range ≥5m) ±0.5%FS (range <5m)
and it is available to accurately
assess and determine loss to
affected items as per the highest
recorded water level.

Safety

The on-site survey after
flooding is hazardous, and the
surveyors may be in danger
from water flow, collapse of
structures and other
dangerous factors or safety
hazards.

The extremely safe approach
doesn’t require surveyors to be
present, and reduces the risk of
injury or death to surveyors.

Disputes and There are many disputes and Disputes and complaints can be
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complaints complaints with residents due
to manual confirmation of
water levels and manual loss
assessment

reduced due to accurate loss
assessment by the loss assessment
and claim settlement system

Efficiency

In the case of 100,000
households affected, it would
take 4 months to perform on-
site survey, loss assessment,
public announcement and
claim settlement, with poor
efficiency

The system is fully automated and
can complete loss assessment for
100,000 households within 4 days,
less time-consuming and can
complete claim settlement for
100,000 households within 1
month, much more efficient.

Costs

It takes approximately RMB
2 million of labour costs to
complete the claim settlement
for 100,000 affected
households.

With no labour costs for 100,000
households, it can save RMB 2
million.

Table 13. Comparison of Disaster Claim Settlement Efficiency in City N under

Different Patterns during Typhoon "In-Fa" Period in 2021

Claim
settlement

process

Conventional manual pattern "Insurance+Technology+Operation &
Maintenance" pattern

Date Duration Date Duration

Report 2021.07.28-2021.07.31 4 2021.07.28-2021.07.30 3

Survey 2021.08.1-2021.08.15 15 2021.07.31-2021.08.05 6

Claim data
collection 2021.08.16-2021.08.31 16 2021.08.06-2021.08.10 5

Loss
assessment

announcement
2021.09.01-2021.11.20 81 2021.08.11-2021.08.25 15

Payment 2021.11.21-2021.11.29 9 2021.08.26-2021.08.26 1

Total duration 125 days 30 days

During the typhoon in 2021, the claims from two regions with similar disaster

degree and the number of affected households were settled by different patterns. It is

shown from the results that the regions that were surveyed and determined for losses

under the traditional pattern took 125 days to complete the total claim settlement

process, while the regions under "Insurance+Technology+O&M" pattern took about

30 days. The innovative pattern is capable of greatly improving settlement efficiency.
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As the settlement efficiency is improved, the corresponding labor costs can be saved

for insurance companies.

Table 14. Expenses for Manual Survey and Loss Assessment under the Conventional

Pattern (taking 1,000 households as an example)

Labor cost (Yuan) Machinery cost

(including survey

equipment such as

outgoing vehicles)

Consolidated

data

processing

cost

Total

(yuan)Unit man-day

costs(yuan/day)

Working

length

(days)

500 21 3,500 6,500 20,500

Using the conventional manual pattern, in the case of the manual survey of the

houses affected by the disaster, the manual survey has certain difficulty and requires a

lot of labor costs because some villages are far away; the comprehensive calculation

shows the cost of loss assessment for each household is 20.5 yuan.

The "insurance + technology + operation and maintenance" model can save

the cost of manual survey and loss assessment. We have arranged 600 points

distributed in 5 districts and counties, more than 30 townships across N city, which

can serve about 100,000 households. Given that the equipment and installation cost of

each point is RMB3,000, the total cost of 600 points is RMB1.8 million. HC company

also provides the insurer free after-sales service for 5 years, and thereafter charges

RMB500 per point per year for inspection and maintenance. Taken together, these

efforts can save the insurer more than RMB200,000 in the first year of equipment

installation, RMB2 million per year from the second to the fifth year, and RMB1.7

million annually from the sixth year.

With the use of technical information equipment, data can be accumulated

year by year for further analysis. A more scientific analysis may be performed to find

out the pattern of flooding in each area, and the amount of insurance and premium
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rates can be adjusted according to the pattern of flooding to rationalize the use of

funds. For example, if an area is frequently flooded according to data analysis, the

insurance amount can be reduced or the premium may increase, thus increasing the

insurance rate, and a corresponding adjustment factor can be set according to the loss

ratio, thus making the insurance more reasonable. How the data affects premium rates

will be studied on an ongoing basis as the data is accumulated.

IV. Future Research

In the process of the research, a new flood claim settlement pattern

"Technology+Insurance+O&M" is innovatively put forward, based on the

combination of theory and practice; however, due to the limited operating history of

the system and equipment and without accumulation and analysis of a large amount of

data, the advantages of the new pattern were not fully brought into use. In the future

research process, we will deploy more liquid level sensors, which will not only be

applied to residents' housing flood claims but also be applied to flood claims in

agriculture, water conservancy, and other sectors.

Through the accumulation of plenty of data, scientific analysis is made on the

regularity of the flood in a certain area, and the regional flood map is drawn in a

refined way, so as to manage the flood area in a grid manner; It can also

comprehensively predict the occurrence probability of flood in the current year

according to the flood laws and meteorological factors. Insurance companies are

allowed to develop different coverage as per regional conditions according to the

regional flood map, and can also determine more reasonable premiums and insurance

rates according to the flood probability of a region.
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V. Conclusions

This paper analyzes the application of intelligent building IoT and studies the

basic theory of IoT, big data, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, blockchain,

financial technology and other aspects. In consideration of the development needs of

China, the pater makes researches on the innovative application of "IoT+fintech" in

the field of intelligent building.

This research focuses on IoT technology, and comprehensively uses the latest

technologies and platform framework in the fields of cloud computing, big data,

artificial intelligence, etc. to establish an intelligent building IoT platform suitable for

practical application scenarios. The deep integration of blockchain technology and

IoT technology enables a new generation of decentralized and trusted distributed IoT

system to reduce the cost of system interconnection and interoperability, improve the

value of data open sharing and ensure user privacy and system security.

In practice, depending on the intelligent building IoT platform, the paper

explores the digital and intelligent transformation of financial services. Relying on

HC Technology Company, an integrated intelligent building management system was

developed to establish a "Finance+IoT+Building" integrated intelligent building

management pattern and financial innovation applications; in addition, the paper

explores a new market operation pattern of "Technology+Insurance+O&M" in the

application of intelligent buildings. The application of the new pattern in flood claim

settlement can greatly improve the work efficiency of insurance companies in flood

claim settlement. It is shown after initial application, the efficiency of flood claim

settlement can be increased by 400%.

At present, the housing flood compensation rates for insurance companies in

City N are based on the flooding height inside residential houses. However, as City N
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is located in the coastal area, and has complex terrain, consisting of ports, hills, plains

and mountains within the jurisdiction of the city; some houses may be located in low-

lying areas. Generally, we would think that these houses are prone to suffer from

serious floods according to previous experience; however, due to the better drainage

system in the area where they are located, no flooding has ever occurred, resulting in

incorrect coverage by insurance companies. For example, although some areas are

located in high-lying mountainous areas, due to frequent rains in the mountainous

areas, some residential houses may suffer from frequent floods. However, local

residents fail to purchase insurance and aren’t entitled to corresponding flood claim

settlement. Under the "Technology+Insurance+O&M" pattern, the actual flood

situation in a certain area can be monitored in real-time, the real disaster situation in a

certain area can be truly reflected through long-term data accumulation analysis, and

insurance companies can differentiate coverage and claim settlement according to the

flood map, which can provide accurate data support for their financial claim

settlement.
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